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hut A B the two coalgebras A linear map
u A B induces a linear

nap on
the amplified

Ctalgebras foreach new we.aeononenthamplification
Un Mn A Mn Th d one napu

2eieiexoaiits2eieifucaii7thecull.Mn1A is a co algebra being a cloud subalgebra

of MnlButh BllitHD
In particular we knew since t has a clued poutine
cone that My A has a clued positne cure the IN
Similar cure for B MerlBT

u A B is positive if ult't e Bt
Wesay u is a positive if Un is positive and we

say u is completely positive if un is positive Anew

Note if u is a homomorphism then it is automatically
completely punitive

Driven a co algebra A then Mn A has a co noon
xn MnIAI Can

and we can talk aloA boundedness at the amplifications



If a map
u A B Wesay n A B is nbounded

if Antun Lao We say u is completely
bounded

if Hull
cf supdamn L
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Once again if u A B as a homomorphism ther

since UnMulA Much is also a X homomorphism fr
each new implies 11unHee I

I ie Un is

completely
contracture

Whydowe care What is the motivation to even consider

huh objects
Forme theterser theory
Givenlinearmaps between Neetu spencer

U V W n Ui Vz W
then we brew throne exists a unique limomap

hi Uj V Vz 7W We
Weexpect to beable to take simpletumorsd theophisms

and induce a morphism on the terror product in ourcategory

In potiwder those exist continuousmaps
such that theit

induced
they on hey the

minimal coalgebra torso product
is not centonvus
Thus

Afm
two continuing

maps on 9algebras we
cannot

always guarantee that the induced torsomapis centimos



Inporitive Tut n A A tie a unital positre isometry
It mayhappen that u Ida A A AEA is

onhounded

Not good since we should be due to take continues

maps on our objects and induce a continuousmap
on the coalgebra tumorproduct

For me this is precisely the reason to
consider the

mutinied structure at our diets

If we require ourmaps to be completely positive
thin thesimple torso is completelypunitive a twice
continuous on tour one minimal andmaximal Galgebra
terror prudent

Thuownitut u A B Un AvsBa lie completely pentru

megs Then

Youi Aleft BigB
is completely positiveland tunecontinuous 2 cohminimax
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Ti A BLK it representation
Vi Hi Ki bounded linear Oporto
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we eevutdoVfiticiVi
VzhTC7VzWevsehutbhutIi.A

RIHA and Tj An Bl Hn
induce a homomorphism Luniyne on min

Proposition hitTaiA

sBlHa7kTtTjiAlk4ni.nAz BCH orHn TinB BIHM hereparations

Ifip extendsto aunique
representation on AminB BAD

WeCliviyderthe map
H HaqHBsumthat
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on simple tumor
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hour is a genuine op extension to min 01
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Ourobvious
The concrete scenario Ginn a Hillotspare H then

a concrete Opouttsystem is a self adroit unital
antique et BHA
but 6 Glenn ten MullanMnlBIHIT
then we hone Attenclen Knew

Ent een c G the lN

hot x cNnl n Multhut'T X tincal little
positive opunto
Mul Butt a BC Hh is a co algebra

and in particular if a cMaia we know a Xa

is a positive Oporto On Azimuth

a Gn g e lez for aeMa y nice ID



these threepropertiesdetermine the properties And
positive core

Towards abstractness fut X be a vectorspur and let
6 be a matrix Adoing
ie let le ele
Dtee c le
a Gna c lez VheMak n KE'tN

Iif file 903 then we say 6 is a propermatrix adoing

6 induces partial ordering on 4h w Xian

xp y e lei

hot ee te n with that forany XeYu
It O se

re E Xk et

We eult e an order unit If He O Ee tx ele
x e le then we say 6 is torhdmedean clued

If In e is an order unit in Mn147 Knew then
we cull e a matrix orderunit If Ee een un

thernee
ray e is an Archimedean matrix orderunit



Definition het IX le be a proper matrixordered vectorspare
and let e be an Archimedean matrix Ordounit to thepair
Yee thru the triple is called an abstractoperatorsystem

hit u X Y the linear
map

between opontosystems then

if u is a liner isomorphism muchthat both u and u 1 are

completelypositive we call u a completeorder isomorphism

If u X uhh is a complete order isomorphism bur we monetimer

ray u is a complete order embedding

Theunm ChoiElkinsEt Gavin
any

abstractgroutersystem IXGet
themthere exists a Hilbertspene H and a concrete opoato

system Debut such that
f I

X is wingletetyoidu isomorphicto R

Thus Avestas is bhecare to Ealgebras there is a 1 1

correspondence between concrete and abstract operatorsystems



Examples Mu thEIN j BCH

Any
undue coalgebra

hyeonGui n E i En Uo I U i Uf
Ui Tulagi where Fi gi
tf Fr Butu

Here weturn let Ip Fh Butt lie theuniversal

unitary representation et Fn ie our system alone is

the oportosystem corresponding to the universalunitary
genomes of MEN

We have
already established any

E algebra comes equipped
w a family of norms 2

In particular let EcBCH die a subspace clued We throw

XeMnla ft
Monte d oxley Max9417 dimly

a bEMin Ln a xb 2 HahHbk duh

Definition An opoutospare is a pair Ce a where

E is a vectorspare and 2 Ida is a sequence d
norms satisfying Bwwis Axioms

y



RI XeMnla ft
Monte d Loxley Max94hadaily

R2 A bt Mm Ln a xb 2 HahHbk duh
MayesNnn compatible at dnt1µm Ln

Equivalently if we let 74 UMon equipped w thenorm

coming from Bcb in thecompletion maybe
identified

w 23 Then it 7h1E3 Unrace a 7h E
the compactopoutures

DIN're the neem L Hollis S Sao 2107 finna.hn

Whose limit is stationary since if eeMala ther
nlx7 A CD Uman

but 72gE be the completion of 7h E w d

Thin Ex is an opento spare A graven way
funite

requires ai Ili e 7h and a finite sequence 197eHold
thin

Eai x ti t Hsaia
my
dad Hstilill

Thumm Avan 87 Yum ay
abstractoportospare kids

Gnerthou exists a Hibbertspare H and a concrete growth

spare EcButt such that
G I



Here we identifyoportospecies if I a limo isomorphism
u E I such what u in a complete isometry

Thus as we sow furopontosystems thereis a 2 7 correspondence

between chestnutand concrete opoutonplaces

TheTrick ht Act be an inchor A Aalgebras with a

coalgebra het a tie a coalgebra torsoprint onAIB
ie 11 0 11211 112 Hxylla h Halla Y L
1191 1144 V x y c A B
AugB completion at HEB a

and let Hee be lowconorm on AaB gettin by restating
I
pg
AaB fun

If Ta A RIH Tpi B But are homomorphisms



w
commutingrungs and if the product homomorphism

is continuous wrt dree ther 7 a cap extension
UA A's T.glB et ITA

Universality
Ginn a homomorphism x A ATC then

thou exists a unique extension to a homomorphism

E A ma Az C
In particularany pair d homomorphisms it A C

ti A C w commuting rungs induces a Moyne
homomorphism

T1XIII AikmanAr C

Restrainers Drum a nondegenerate homomorphism
IT A A BIH

then more exists nondegenerate homomorphisms

Ti A BCH Tiz Az But
w

commutingthugs n't I it xitz

Forearth nondegoroate reprovitatra it A But thou exists
a uniquenormal externion it the Betti such that

IF IA IT and I 1AM I 1A

NETWH M ME it is a una


